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The purpose of this project was to integrate Hispanic
cultural activities into a Social Studies curriculum using
student learning objectives for grades four and five.
cultural activities were designed and implemented.
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An

informal evaluation of the activities as they related to
areas of multicultural education was included.

This project

demonstrated that Hispanic cultural activities could be
successfully integrated into an otherwise monocultural
environment, and through this integration positive changes
in attitudes and behaviors of all students could be
achieved.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

With increasing cultural diversity in classrooms,
teachers need to provide learning experiences that both help
their students to learn content material and themselves to
learn more about their students.

The education of our

students today, some opponents of bilingual education would
argue, is not an awareness of culture, or home language, but
English language to prepare students for mainstream society.
On the contrary, with retention rates and dropouts,
especially of Mexican Americans (Dean, 1989), teachers need
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to increase motivation, especially when designing a
classroom environment that values the home culture of the
students.
According to National Education Association (June,
1987) statistics:
Forty percent of the Hispanics do not go beyond eighth
grade, compared to 18% of all Americans.
The dropout rates for Hispanics in some urban
settings are 50% and higher, a loss of half a
generation or more.
Prejudice, financial considerations and cultural
differences contribute to school system reluctance to
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consider solutions to the problems faced by Hispanic
students.

(p. 8)

A study by La Raza (1986) showed that in 1983 only
50.3% of Hispanics had graduated from high school and
Hispanic females are more likely to drop out than males.
(p. 474-475)
When interviewed as a fourth grade teacher for the
Quincy School District, Quincy, Washington, in October,
1987, The writer showed the superintendent and principal of
Pioneer Elementary School pictures of dances and plays her
students had performed in while she was a teacher in Los
Angeles, California.
cultural plays.

)

These were Mexican dances and Mexican-

The need was stressed for multicultural

activities in today's society, and that these activities
should be incorporated into the curriculum.
Statement of the Problem
In Quincy, Washington, there is an increasing
population of Mexican migrant workers who are staying,
working year round and trying to adapt to the area.

Quincy

is part of the Columbia Basin River Project that has made
miles of agriculture land tillable.

This agricultural

industry uses a huge labor force of Mexican and Mexican
American workers.

In the past, the school district and

surrounding farmers planned poorly for migrants; people work
the fields, attend minimal schooling, live wherever they can
manage and are soon gone.

Today, there are still some
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migrants working in the Quincy area; however,

there are also

30 to 40% Hispanic school children attending year round at
the elementary level and 20% at the secondary level
(Watkins, 1989).
The Quincy School District advertised for a fourth
grade teaching position in October, 1987.

They indicated

the need for a teacher who could relate to the Hispanic
children at this grade level.

The district further

indicated that the teacher would participate in field trips
and be encouraged to develop cultural activities that
included the cultural heritage of these Hispanic children.
The writer had taught seventh and eighth grade social
studies in Los Angeles in a classroom of children, 98% of
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whom were Hispanic, and had integrated many cultural
activities into her social studies curriculum.
well in combination with my school's objectives.

This worked
It was

believed that the same was possible in the Quincy School
District using their student learning objectives (SLO's) in
social studies.

The following are the District's SLO's for

grades four and five.
Social Studies - Fourth Grade
1.

Geography of the Old/New World and basic land

forms.
2.

Explorers from Europe.

3.

Colonial life and American War for Independence.
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4.

Washington State geography, resources and economy.

5.

History of Oregon Territory and Puget Sound.
Social Studies - Fifth Grade

1.

Identify the three branches of American

government.
2.

Identify differences in geographic sections of

United States.
3.

Identify major land forms of United States.

4.

Identify provinces or territories of Canada.

5.

Identify leaders after Revolutionary War.

6.

Identify states of United States.

(Quincy School

District Social Studies Curriculum Guide, 1989)
Banks (1989), contends that often ethnic communities
demand that the school put their heros and cultures into the
school curriculum.

Minority communities want their

contributions recognized.

Therefore, Banks states, "The

school should help ethnic-group students acquire a sense of
empowerment" (p. 193).
Among the 11 SLO's listed there are none concerning
Hispanic or multicultural education, even though there is a
30 to 40% Hispanic school population; therefore, a need to
develop Hispanic cultural lessons to be integrated into the
social studies curriculum is indicated.
Purpose
The purpose of this project was to develop Hispanic
cultural activities that reflect the home culture of the 30
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to 40% Hispanic students in grades four and five in the
Quincy School District.

These activities are designed as

lessons, each containing multicultural goals and the
procedures to meet these goals.

These lessons may be

integrated in a social studies curriculum.

The lessons were

especially designed to promote self-esteem of the Hispanic
children.

The lessons consist of three plays, an art

project, music, and a holiday presentation.

All six lessons

have hands-on activities, and address higher-level thinking
skills.

These lessons are intended to promote a comradeship

within the class and a greater achievement level.
Significance
On May 4, 1989, Governor Booth Gardner of the State of
Washington signed into law House Bill 1444.

This bill

encourages dropouts to stay in school, and requires the
State to improve and expand the State's Learning Assistance
Program (LAP) for at risk students.

House Bill 1444 further

expands these services to include training for instructors
and assistants to teach students of different cultures.
Previous to House Bill 1444, Washington State's Committee on
Education Policies, Structure and Management stated program
needs for Washington's schools:
Intercultural Programs.

To foster global and

multicultural understanding consistent with the
national character of Washington's population, children
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need to develop perspectives that accept other
cultures.
Multicultural Programs.

The Multicultural/Equity

Education Division of the State Superintendent's office
should actively coordinate and disseminate information
on intercultural education, model programs, and
multicultural opportunities to schools, colleges, and
universities.

(The Paramount Duty, 1985, p. 43)

Today, through the Office of the Superintendent of
Public Instruction's Division of Instructional Programs and
Services, Washington State has a Program Administrator for
Milticultural Education separate from the Office for
Bilingual Education.

Multicultural education is an

important issue in Washington State.
Definition of Terms
Multicultural Education
Providing learning environments that match the academic
and social needs of the students.

The needs may vary due to

the diversity in race, sex, ethnicity, or social class
background of the students.

The learning environment also

helps students develop a better understanding of their own
backgrounds and of other groups that compose our society.
Stereotype -

(Negative)

A mental category based on exaggerated and inaccurate
generalizations about a group.
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Hispanic
Common terminology in the United States for people
primarily from Latin American Spanish-speaking countries and
their offspring who are living or working in the United
States.
Assimilation
Relinquishing of one's cultural characteristics and
behaviors and acquiring the cultural characteristics and
behaviors of the mainstream group.
Migrants
People who do seasonal work which requires them to move
periodically.

In Washington State, migrant workers

primarily work in agriculture and the fishing industry.

)

children of these workers are migrant students.
Culture
The acquired knowledge that people use to interpret
experience and to generate social behavior.
Macroculture
The national culture which is shared by most of the
diverse cultures and ethnic groups.
Microculture
The culture of a group of people with unique
institutions, values, and culture elements within the
macroculture.

The

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Curriculum Development
A multicultural curriculum contains the basic elements
of all curricula:

needs assessment, goals and objectives,

learning experiences (implementation and teaching
strategies), and evaluation.

(Tyler, 1949)

Hernandez (1989) specifies two general guidelines for
teachers to follow in developing multicultural education
programs:
1.

What knowledge, attitudes, and skills do teachers

already demonstrate in the areas identified within
multicultural education?
2.

What knowledge, attitudes, and skills do they need

to develop?

(p. 170)

Student attitudes are very important to curriculum
development in multiculture education.

How students feel

about ethnicity, cultural diversity, and self-concept is
related to their receptiveness to the curriculum.
Research in Canada (Kehoe, 1984), has shown that when
the majority cultural group shows negativity toward the
minority cultural group, a teacher who stresses the minority
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group's similarities to the majority group improves
relationships and there is an attitudinal change.
According to Rodriquez (1983) the multicultural
education curriculum includes the child's historical and
cultural traditions for the purposes of strengthening
his/her identity and sense of belonging, and for making the
instructional program easier to grasp.

Banks (1981) lends

support by stating students should read and hear the past
and contemporary writings of members of different ethnic
groups, and schools should recognize the holidays and
festivals of major importance to different ethnic groups in
the school.
Culture
School cultures are characterized by how the minority
students' language and culture are incorporated into the
school program (Cummins, 1986).

These practices are either

explicit or implicit, and they center around the degree and
kinds of inclusion or exclusion of the language and culture
of a minority student group.

Cummins sees bicultural

ambivalence as a negative factor in student performance.
Wide spread school failure does not occur in minority
groups that are positively oriented towards both their
own and the dominant culture, do not perceive
themselves inferior to the dominant group, and are not
alienated from their own culture values.

)

(p. 22)
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Banks (1989) sees the United States as a multicultural
society which is characterized by a core culture and many
subcultures.
macroculture:

Banks calls the shared core culture the
the subcultures are called microcultures.

Because of the societal difference of a microculture to the
macroculture, Banks states that some students are socialized
to think and act at school differently than they do at home.
Multicultural Education
Heath (1983) states that a consideration of home
culture is the only way students will be able to succeed in
mainstream schools, raise their scores on standardized
tests, and have the motivation to complete their education.
Unless the boundaries between classrooms and
communities can be broken, and the flow of culture
patterns between them be encouraged, the schools will
continue to legitimate and reproduce communities of
townspeople who control and limit the potential
progress of other communities who themselves remain
untouched by other values and ways of life.

(p. 369)

Tiedt (1986) sees expectations of multicultural
education being fulfilled by using the resources for the
multicultural study that are all around us in the people of
our community, their history, and their customs.
Historically students who are not of the core culture
perform more poorly on intelligence tests and achievement
tests than those students raised in the mainstream culture
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(Mercer, 1989).

Mercer further states that achievement and

intelligence tests need to be modified to a different
perspective.

Acknowledgement of cultural differences and

language differences need to be incorporated into the tests
and the sociocultural norms as well as age norms used to
interpret differences in performance as well as differences
in intelligence.

The testing should be cross-cultural and

should include the primary language of the student.
Banks (1989) states that the curriculum for most of the
United States is based on a focus of the White Anglo-Saxon
Protestants, with textbooks and teaching materials about the
experiences of this dominant group.

Banks goes on to say

that the curriculum denies American students the opportunity
to benefit from the knowledge of other cultures and ethnic
groups, leading to a false sense of superiority of the white
Anglo-Saxon American, and negatively influencing the ethnic
minority by alienating them in the school and community.
Banks cites as an example Columbus and Cortez discover the
New World, and their right to claim the land of the native
Americans, while the perspective of the native American is
not even considered.

Also that art, dance, and music of the

microculture are not considered important unless these are
recognized first by the white artist.
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Definitions of Vocabulary for Multicultural Goals
Self-esteem
A focus of the student's innerself, his/her value of
self.

Students can learn to value themselves and develop

strong feelings of self-esteem.

Then, they would be able to

extend these positive feelings to others (Tiedt & Tiedt,
1986).
Similarities
By focusing less attention on differences, especially
those that lead to stereotyping, and concentrating more
attention on similarities of everyday living for peoples and
cultures, students can promote positive attitudes toward
cultural diversity (Hernandez, 1989).
Differences
Exploring the differences among the racial, ethnic,
religious, and other groups that live in the region brings
the student an awareness of and appreciation for these
differences which can help advance intergroup harmony and
respect (A World of Difference, 1989).
Equity
"Equity in education is required if we value the
American creed.

The essential goals of human rights, social

justice, respect for alternative life choices, and equal
opportunity for all" (Bennett, 1986, p. 55).
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Customs
Culture includes knowledge, belief, art, morals,
customs, laws, etc.

A custom is usage or practice common to

people in a particular place or class or habitual with an
individual.

Custom may also be viewed as a long established

practice considered as unwritten law.

Customs, mores, and

taboos, as within cultures of peoples (Bennett, 1986).
Cultural Pluralism
Ours is a culturally diverse society by virtue of the
varied origins of our people and the variety in their
beliefs • • • a culturally pluralistic society should
be thought of as one in which individual and subculture
diversity, including ethnicity, are valued and
protected.

(Shaver, 1988, p. 11)

Cooperative Learning
The implementation of plans for small group learning,
rather than those competitively based (Tiedt and Tiedt,
1986) •
. • • biracial work and play teams among students are
one of the most powerful ways to improve race
relations • • • this practice meets the four conditions
(equal status, knowledge/acquaintance, common goal, and
institutional support) of a positive intergroup
contact.

(Bennett, 1986, p. 71)
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Cognitive Development:
Predicting.

Higher-Level Skills

Making an educated guess.

Relating the

data to a result or possible outcome based upon the
information acquired through observation or experience.
Classifying.

Systematically imposing order upon data,

identifying objects, actions, values or ideas and arranging
them into groups which reflect their similarities and
differences.
Interpreting.

Finding a pattern or meaning which is

not immediately apparent, expressing the meaning of an
experience, idea or observation.
Inferring.

Concluding from the evidence, suggesting

explanation, reason or causes for what has occurred as
opposed to predicting, uncovering the meaning of someone
else's symbolic expression (Caples-Osorio, Zufelt, 1985).

CHAPTER 3
DEFINING THE NEED

The student population of the Quincy School District
includes 30 to 40% Hispanic children at the elementary
level.

The fourth and fifth grade Social Studies Student

Learning Objectives are based on a macroculture design.
Even though the Hispanic population remains year round in
the district, the home culture of these Hispanic children is
not being addressed.

A need to integrate Hispanic culture

into the fourth and fifth grade social studies curriculum is
indicated.
The Literature
An ERIC search and selected reading of the current
literature was completed.

It was found that in devising

activities certain procedures are necessary:

assessment,

goals, strategies, and evaluation are to be used.

Specific

information relating to multicultural education was
reviewed.

Multicultural education is defined as that

education which extends the knowledge of the student in
order to improve relationships between racial groups, give
self identity and sense of belonging to the minority
student, and create positive academic achievement, thereby
raising standardized test scores and preventing dropouts.
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It was found that most curricula in the United States is
designed with a focus on the mainstream culture.
The Activities
The activities came from various sources.

"Caperucita

Roja" was used by Eastmont High School, East Wenatchee,
Washington with puppetry.

"Our Lady of Guadalupe" is from a

California curriculum of 1974.

"El Gato Sin Amigos"

(Vallejo, 1985) was mailed to me from Texas.

The Cinco de

Mayo program was created by my 1987-88 fourth grade class.
"Como Se Siente Hoy," from which the faces are the main
focus, was given by Wenatchee's "Spanish for Educators"
instructor, J. Tiffany (1989).

The maracas idea came from

one of my students.
Once the activities were found, lessons were prepared
with multicultural goals and guidelines.

These lessons

included exact procedures with evaluation by the student.
All but "El Gato Sin Amigos" had been learned, performed,
and completed by my fourth grade classes of 1987-88, 198889, and my sixth grade class of 1989-90.
The Evaluation
An informal evaluation of the project as it related to
the specific multicultural goals was given to two other
teachers in Washington State.

These teachers reviewed the

project, then evaluated it according to a scale of Oto 4
with 4 being the highest as how it related to each goal.
The evaluation reviews are in Appendix E.
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CHAPTER 4
THE PROJECT

This project contains six lessons relating to Hispanic
cultural activities.

They may be integrated into a fourth

or fifth grade social studies curriculum.

Some of the

lessons have Spanish words, or as in the case of one, the
entire action will be in Spanish.

The object is not to

teach Spanish, but to develop an appreciation of another
culture's language.
There are three plays for students to perform.
"Caperucita Roja" ("Red Riding Hood") (see Appendix A) is
the old familiar Grimms' folk tale in play form entirely in
Spanish.

"El Gato Sin Amigos" (see Appendix C) is a long,

very involved bilingual play that has audience
participation.

"Our Lady of Guadalupe" (see Appendix D) is

a historical religious play that represents an important
aspect of Mexican culture; the influence of Roman
Catholicism.

These plays each have their own sets of

multicultural goals.

There are procedures with activities

to follow.
There are also art, music, and holiday related lessons,
each related to its multicultural goals.

In one lesson, the

students make faces that reveal various human emotions, and
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they also learn Spanish-English words for these same
emotions.

The faces are displayed on a hall bulletin board

which invites other students from the school building to
learn and admire.
In another lesson the students will make their own set
of maracas and will learn about other musical instruments of
the world.

Finally, a program for the Mexican holiday,

Cinco de Mayo, is performed by the class.

These two also

have multicultural goals with procedures and activities.
It is suggested that teachers
1.

read the multicultural goal for each lesson;

2.

adjust the activity to fit the particular

classroom;
3.

let the students resolve all difficulties by using

their higher thinking skills;
4.

involve parents whenever possible;

5.

let the children learn from each other through

cooperative efforts;
6.

hold discussions relating the activity to the

multicultural goals.
Lesson No. 1 - Caperucita Roja
Multicultural Goals Addressed
Self-esteem.

The Spanish-speaking students will learn

to value themselves by helping the English-speaking students
to correctly pronounce the Spanish words.

They will develop
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self-esteem by seeing their home language used in a
delightful way to all.
Similarities.

The student can identify with Red Riding

Hood as being around his same age.
Differences.

The student will understand that though

Grandma's age is quite different from his, Grandma feels
"fear" just as he would.
Equity.

All the different characters in the play had

just as much importance as the main character, Red Riding
Hood.
Customs.

The students will understand that it was the

custom for little girls to wear hoods and cloaks, as well as
for the woodsman to be in the woods with tools of his trade.
Cultural Pluralism.

The society of the people is

diverse within the play.

The student will see that the

"aged," such as Grandma, are valued and protected.
Cooperative Learning.

By working together across

ethnic and racial lines to build props, coach actors, and
pull curtains, the students' race relations will be
improved.
Cognitive Development.

The students apply higher-level

thinking skills as follows:
1.

Classifying:

The students were able to classify

different age categories as to:
Red Riding Hood--school age, themselves 9-10 years old;
Mother--their mothers, 26 to 35 years old;
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Grandma--their grandmothers, 40 to whatever years old;
Woodsman--policeman, lumberjack, their fathers, 28 to
40 years old.
2.

Interpreting:

The students were able to see and

discern good (Red Riding Hood, Mom, Grandma, and the
Woodsman) versus evil (wolf).
3.

Inferring:

The student could infer that the wolf

could signify a drug dealer or a vandalizer and that had it
not been for the Woodsman (perhaps the police), Red Riding
Hood would have been harmed as well as Grandma.
Procedure
Activity 1:

Initiate discussions of the stories one

learns as a child:

"Three Little Pigs," "Cinderella,"

"Little Red Riding Hood," etc.
they think each story came from.
stories may be displayed.)

Ask students what country
(Other fairy tales and

Read "Little Red Riding Hood" to

the students and then ask if they'd care to put on a play of
"Little Red Riding Hood" in Spanish for second or third
grade children.
Activity 2:

You are ready to begin.
The students will have tryouts for the

characters in the play.

The class will vote on who shall be

selected.
Activity 3:

The students shall decide what type of

props are required and how to decorate them.
Activity 4:
prompting person.

The students will choose a stage crew and
Prepare and present the play.
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Evaluation
After the play has been presented and the students are

over their excitement, discuss the following questions.
1.

Do you think the third graders understood the

meaning of the play?

Why?

2.

Do you think they could understand the words?

3.

Do you think there was a value in presenting the

Why?

play in another language other than English?
4.

Why?

Would you like to present, for example, "The Three

Billy Goats Gruff" in German?

Why?

5.

About what age would Caperucita Roja be?

6.

About what age is Grandma?

7.

About what age is the Woodsman?

8.

Do you think Grandma was afraid when the wolf

9.

Was Caperucita Roja afraid?

came?

10.

Why were Grandma and Caperucita Roja afraid if

they had such an age difference?
11.

Who were the "good" characters of the play?

were the bad?
12.

Would you be afraid too?
Who

Who won out in the end?

Could we say that the wolf represented a drug

dealer and Caperucita Roja you and the Woodsman a policeman?
What do you think then?
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Materials
Costumes for Red Riding Hood, Wolf, Grandmother,
Mother, Woodsman.
Props including large cardboard, boards for props,
newspapers, tempura paint, wheat paste, red, white, black,
and brown felt.
The costumes can be made by parents or relatives;
clothes can be donated for the project activity, or the
student can design and make their own from colored butcher
paper.
Wolf's head and Woodsman's ax
The Wolf's head and Woodsman's ax can be made from
papier-mache.
1.

Provide a large bowl that fits the head of the

student playing the wolf.
2.

Spray bowl with "PAM," then coat with layers of

papier-mache.

Build nose with wadded-up newspaper, attach

to bowl with papier-mache.
3.

Shape head with eyes, nose, upper jaw, allow to

dry for about three days.
4.

Paint and decorate with white and black felt for

eyes, red felt for tongue, white jagged felt for the BIG
teeth, and make ears of felt the same color as the wolf's
head; attach to the parts of the head.

Rawhide strings or

shoe laces can be used to hold the Wolf's head onto the
student's head.
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Scenery is made by cutting large 2 1/2' x 4' pieces of
cardboard into shapes of trees.

They are painted

appropriately and boards are stapled to the back to prop
them up.
Scenery can also be made by having the students wearing
large trees and shrubs made of butcher paper.

This also

insures more student participation.
Grandma's house is made by a three sided structure of
cardboard.

Have students paint the ''House" and add flowers,

windows, etc.
Grandma's house can also be students holding up large
sheets of butcher paper.
Student work committees
The students will be in groups to work on different
aspects of the play.
1.

Stage crew

2.

Scenery design

3.

Actors

4.

Prompter and sound crew
Lesson No. 2 - Cinco de Mayo

Multicultural Goals Addressed
Self-esteem.

The students will value themselves and

develop stronger feelings of self-esteem by learning of the
history of one of Mexico's most celebrated holidays.
Similarities.

The students will see similarities in

another country's celebration of their fight for freedom of
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oppression, as they learn of the United States' struggle
with England.

They will understand that other people value

freedom as they do.
Differences.

The students will see the differences in

the costumes and ways of celebration between Mexico and the
United States.
Equity.

The students will understand that all people

want human rights and social justice.
Customs.

The students will learn the custom of dancing

the national dance of Mexico.

The students will participate

in the customs of the dress of Mexico.
Cooperative Learning.

The students will work together

to present a program.
Cognitive Development.
1.

Predicting:

The students will be able to predict

the outcome in Mexico's struggle for freedom.

(They may

predict another country's state of being free with the
national holidays allowed.)
2.

Classifying:

The students will learn to classify

countries and different levels of freedom as it relates to
them.

Example:

Japan's mandatory elementary education;

Ireland's political and religious dilemma.
Festivals and national holidays are important parts of
people's lives that help tell us about their culture and
history.

Many Americans continue to participate in

celebrations that mark important moments in their cultural
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heritage.

This activity introduces students to a

celebration.

It may be that some of their classmates have

taken part in such festivities!
Cinco de Mayo is what it is called in Mexico.

Each

year Mexicans observe May 5 as the anniversary of the Battle
of Puebla which was fought in 1862.

A Mexican force of

about 2,000 defeated a French force of about 6,000.

In

Mexico and throughout the United States, especially in the
Southwest where many Mexican Americans live, festivities
help viewers relive and celebrate the victory.

In the main

street or in a village marketplace a mariachi band plays and
food and crafts are sold at gaily decorated booths.
Dancers--women in beautiful skirts and men in colorful
serapes, woven cloth worn over their shoulders, and
sombreros on their heads--provide entertainment and help
keep the culture alive.

Men dressed as French and Mexican

soldiers act out the battle of 1862.

Viewers cheer as the

two generals meet in face-to-face combat.

They especially

savor the final moment when the French General Lorencez is
defeated by the Mexican General Zaragoza.

A giant display

of fireworks adds the finishing touches to one of Mexico's
most important national holidays (Education and Society,

1988).
Procedure
Read the history of Cinco de Mayo together; then the
students will have tryouts to be narrators of the program.
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The students will vote on stage crew and narrators.
The students will volunteer for being a dancer in the
Mexican Hat Dance.

(Limit to 7 couples; if more, have

students draw straws or pick numbers to limit of 14
students.

If room allows, more couples can dance.)

The students will learn the two songs, "Cielito Lindo"
and "La Cucaracha."
Activity 1:

The students will learn the Mexican Hat

Dance by bringing in a member of the Mexican community to
teach them.
Dance Steps for the Mexican Hat Dance.
facing the audience.

Each holds their partner's hand at

eye-level when the curtain opens.

)

Couples are

When the music begins,

they drop hands, turn facing each other and each pirouettes.
They return from the spin facing each other.
The boys' hands are held behind their backs, clasped.
The girls hold their skirts out to the sides.
Basic Steps:
right foot first,

Putting one foot out in front of them,
the children hop in time to the music,

right foot, left foot.
each foot.

This is done for a total of 12 times

They remain in the same place facing each other.

Leading off with the right foot, the children skip past
each other--on the third step, they pause and tilt their
heads towards each other.

They also pass on the third step

back to back and then back to their original positions.
This is done twice.
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Basic Steps Repeated:

After the basic steps have been

completed, the students back from each other with six quick,
short steps.
hops.

They move towards each other with three large

When they reach each other, they tilt their heads

towards each other as if giving a quick kiss.

This is

repeated six times.
Students stroll past their partners in eight gliding
skips starting with their right feet.

At the end of the

eight steps, they turn towards each other and repeat back to
original positions.
Each pirouettes twice.
Basic Steps Repeated:

This time for only a total of

six times each foot.
The boys take off their sombreros and place them on the
floor in front of their partners.

The couples then dance

heel-toe, heel-toe, around the hat for two and one half
revolutions.

They then turn and go the opposite direction

for two and one half revolutions.

Then, back again for two

revolutions.
The girls bend over and pick up the sombreros.

While

the girls are bent down, the boys swing their right leg over
the girls' head.

The girls straighten up and put the

sombreros on their heads.
Facing the audience the girls hold one edge of the
sombrero (to keep it from falling off), while the other hand
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is holding one of the boy's hands at eye level.

They are

side by side.
The couples take four little running steps towards the
audience and bow.
bow.

Four little running steps backwards and

This is repeated six times.
At the end of the last set of steps backwards, instead

of bowing, the boys spin the girls around holding their
right hand.

The girls complete the spin and place their

right foot on the boy's left knee as the boys drop to one
knee.
The pose is held with the girl holding her sombrero,
the boy dropped to one knee.

The music ends.

All stand and

take a final bow.
Activity 2:

The music teacher will help the students

learn the two songs, "Cielito Lindo" and "La Cucaracha."
(See Appendix B)
Activity 3:

The students will prepare large posters

with a "Cinco de Mayo" motif to put on the walls in the
auditorium.
1.

Cinco de Mayo in large letters with colored

glitter exploding like fireworks
2.

Mexican dancers

3.

Viva! MEXICO! in large colored letters

4.

A Spanish mission and surrounding grounds

5.

A rancho and surrounding grounds
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Costumes for Cinco de Mayo Program.

Boys' costumes

require seven sombreros, seven boleros, and seven sashes
(colorful).

The boys will wear white shirts and dark pants.

Girls' costumes require seven very full, colorful
skirts and seven white blouses.

The girls may wear flowers

in their hair.
Narrators' costume needs both the boy and girl wearing
identical boleros if possible.

The girl needs a full skirt

and white blouse; a small sombrero will add to authenticity.
The boy will wear a white shirt and dark pants.

He might

also have a smaller sombrero to wear.
Also needed are butcher paper, markers, water colors,
and glitter.
Cinco de Mayo Program.

The following narration is a

guide for the presentation of a Cinco de Mayo program for
grades four and five.
We will set the scene for you at the escuela programa.
The caballeros are wearing their finest sombreros, with
black vests and their bigotes waxed and curled.

The

senoritas are dressed in full, beautiful skirts and have a
flower in their hair.

The lights go down and one spotlight

at the side of the stage lights our narrators--the program
begins.
Boy:

Hello everyone.
partner's
Mayo Fiesta!

My name is

, and my

Welcome to our Cinco de
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Girl:

Yes, welcome parents, teachers, and fellow
students.

We have a fascinating dance, some

songs, a play, and information concerning Cinco de
Mayo planned for your entertainment and
enlightenment.
Boy:

Sure do, ~~~' and we're going to start off with
Mexico's national dance, "The Mexican Hat Dance,''
performed by

Girl:

Weren't they great?

Curtain, please!
Wow!

Well,

and I want

to tell you a little of the history of Cinco de
Mayo.

It's neat to have a fiesta;

but, it sure

helps to know what it's about.
Boy:

In 1857, Benito Juarez became President of Mexico.
He was called the "Abraham Lincoln'' of his country
because he too was poor and was a lawyer.

People

respected him because he was honest and believed
in laws.
Girl:

As president, Juarez made some laws that angered
wealthy Mexicans, and Mexico got into a civil war
•etween the rich and poor people.

Mexico borrowed

money from France and other European countries for
the war's expense.

After the war, Mexico could

not pay its debts to the foreign countries.
Boy:

So, Napoleon of France used those debts as an
excuse to invade Mexico.

But on May 5, 1862, the

French army was beaten by the Mexican forces at
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the Battle of Puebla.

Mexican people still

celebrate this victory every fifth of May during
the Cinco de Mayo fiesta.
Girl:

Yes,

And that's why we're having our

fiesta today, thanks to a battle that occurred
over a hundred years ago!
Boy:

Unfortunately, France did end up invading Mexico.
They were there for three years.

Then, the United

States gave Benito Juarez arms and money and he
came back to be Mexico's president again.
Girl:

Benito Juarez was so loved by his people that his
Reform Laws were made part of the Mexican
Constitution.

Boy:

Now with the history lesson completed, the
program's almost over,

•

Did you enjoy

yourself?
Girl:

Sure did

---·

Let's all join in for two songs

well known in Mexico, "Cielito Lindo" and "La
Cucaracha."
fin
Evaluation of Cinco de Mayo Program.

Discuss the

following questions with the students after the program.
1.

What is a civil war?

2.

What other countries have had a civil war?
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3.

What did the people of Mexico do after they had

been invaded by France?

How did they feel?

How would you

feel?
4.

When America was a colony of England, how did the

Americans feel when England taxed them?
5.

What are some of the similarities of Mexico's

history with that of the United States?
6.

What are some of the costumes you have seen from

other countries?
7.

Do people in Mexico always dress in clothing like

what we did for the program?
8.

Is it the custom to dress differently in the

United States for different holidays?
Claus?

What about Santa

What about a play for Thanksgiving and pilgrims and

indians?
9.

How?

Do people in the United States enjoy freedom?

What about other countries?
10.

Do you have freedom here in school?

11.

Do children in other countries have freedom in

school?

Which ones?
Lesson No. 3 - Como se Siente Hoy?

Multicultural Goals Addressed
Similarities.

The student will see similarities in

English/Spanish words.
Self-esteem.

The Hispanic student will improve his/her

self-esteem by seeing his/her language personified.
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Cultural Pluralism.

)

The students will learn that many

languages have contributed to American English.
Cooperative Learning.

The students will work in teams

of three to achieve the objectives.
Cognitive Development.
1.

Classifying:

The students will learn the

etymology of selected words by use of the dictionary.
2.

Interpreting:

The students will try to find

patterns of words relating to each country of origin for
words of French, German, or Spanish origin.
Procedure
Activity 1:

The students will break into groups of

three to go over the words and figure out the English
meanings.

Using an overhead projector, the teacher will go

over each face to ensure the student does know the English
translation.

(She/he may use synonyms to ensure knowledge

of the emotion displayed.)

Discussion should include

similarities of English and Spanish words used.
Activity 2:

Each student will pick a different face to

draw on a paper plate, using a black marker.

He or she may

decorate the plate with yarn or curled paper to make the
hair.

He or she will print his/her Spanish and English word

on a strip of white paper, then attach to the plate via
string or yarn.

All plates will be displayed around the

room, and later if possible, on a hall bulletin board.
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Activity 3:

In groups of three, the students will find

the etymology of as many words as possible.

(Each group

could be assigned to a specific row of faces.)

Discussion

and sharing of groups with the words--teacher writes
etymology on flipboard and leads discussion.
Materials
Materials include ditto sheet of faces, paper plates,
black construction paper, black markers, paste, scissors,
yarn, and white strips of paper for lettering.

)
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Lesson No. 4 - El Gato Sin Amigos/The Cat Who Had No Friends
Multicultural Goals Addressed
Cooperative Learning.

The student will learn to work

cooperatively to produce a play with another ~lassroom.
Similarities.

The students will learn similarities of

words in English and Spanish.

The student will learn that

making concessions is a part of life.
Differences.

The students will learn that there are

many diverse peoples in America's society and that these
differences make up a nation of individuals.
Cognitive Development.
1.

Predicting:

Higher level thinking skills.

The students will learn how to

predict someone's attitude towards laziness.
2.

Inferring:

The students will consider and discuss

the symbolic meaning of the cat who had no friends.
Procedure
Activity 1:

The two classroom teachers will have their

classes make masks from paper plates and tongue depressors.
Each class will make a cat and a tail of yarn, various
animals (such as a lion, giraffe, goat, frog, eagle, coyote,
etc.), a chicken (hen), three chicks, a sun, two clouds,
walrus, robin, and mouse.

(A very large birthday cake

should be made--or a mom can bring a real one for the
classes to enjoy after the presentation.)
Activity 2:

The play characters, including narrators,

will be grouped from two classrooms.

(This could be grouped
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by numbering off or alphabetically.)
have his own script.

Each student should

Those students who do not have a

narrator or animal part will be the

PUBLIC and there will be

audience participation.
Activity 3:

The students will make a mural of the Rufo

epic, using colored markers and white butcher paper.

The

teacher may hang this in the classroom.
Materials
Materials consist of paper plates, copies of script,
markers, colored paper, yarn, and tongue depressors.
Evaluation.
After the play when the students return to their own
classrooms, the following evaluation questions of the
performance should be discussed:
1.

How could we have performed the play in a

different manner?
2.

What new words did we learn from the play?

(Here

the teacher writes the words the children say on a
flipboard,
3.

both English and Spanish.)
In what ways did we have to conform to have a

successful play with another classroom?
4.

In what ways did Rufo have to conform to get and

keep friends?
5.

Do you think .!!..Q.!1-Conformists are lonely?

you think they're like that?
6.

Do you know anyone like Rufo?

Why do
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7.

Does the play remind you of another fable?

Perhaps they will think of "The Ant and the Grasshopper."
8.
friends,

Do you think it's "work" that makes one have
or "cooperation?"

Why?

Lesson No. 5 - Maracas:

Explain.
The Music of Mexico

Multicultural Goals Addressed
Self-esteem.

The Hispanic student will learn to value

himself and develop self-esteem from seeing other students
actively involved in learning a new activity akin to his
ancestors' native land.
Similarities/Differences.

The student will learn and

value similarities and differences between Mexican musical
instruments and instruments normally used in the United
States.
Customs.

The student will learn of another country's

customs for musical instruments.
Cultural Pluralism.

The student will learn that

society within the United States has many subcultures and
many of these have different ways of expressing music.
Cognitive Development.
1.

Classifying:

The student will practice

researching musical instruments with an encyclopedia.
2.

Inferring:

The student may infer what musical

instruments came from different countries by their looks and
the difficulty of playing; they may also discuss each
country's modern development.
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Procedure
Activity 1:

The teacher will set the mood to introduce

Mexican music by describing the geography and climate of
Mexico.

(Displaying Mexican musical instruments would be

appropriate if available.)

Then, the students listen to at

least three different musical compositions which contain
Mexican instruments.

(Superintendent of Public Instruction

or some home libraries often have choices.)

Stimulate

discussion of some of Mexico's instruments, put names of
instruments on flipboard:

claves (rhythm sticks), maracas

(rhythm shakers), guiro (rhythm raspers).
names of other Mexican instruments.
instruments of the local school band.

Ask class for

Discuss musical
The students may

discuss and compare musical instruments around the world,
such as bagpipes, congo drums, the zither, etc.
Activity 2:

This is a whole group project to make a

set of maracas for each student.

Layer papier-mache onto

the light bulb, when partially dry, break the bulb and allow
it to dry completely.
varnish.

Paint, add decorative designs, and

Display maracas in the school so that all students

can see them if possible.
Activity 3:

The student will make a written report on

a musical instrument he/she has researched in an
encyclopedia or other reference book.
oral report to the class.

This may also be an
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Materials
Materials will include old light bulbs (two per
student), newspaper, wheat paste, tempura paint, and high
gloss varnish (a spray can of varnish is the easiest to
use).
Lesson No. 6 - "Our Lady of Guadalupe:

Her Origin"

Multicultural Goals Addressed
Cultural Pluralism.

The student will learn and value

the beliefs of another culture.

The student will learn that

in Mexico there was a cultural pluralistic society
consisting of Indians, churchmen, army men and "saints"
after the coming of Christopher Columbus.
Similarities/Differences.

The students will learn and

value similarities and differences between the patron saint
of Mexico and other "saints'' throughout the world.
Cooperative Learning.

The students will work toward

the common goal of presenting a play.
Customs.

The students will learn of the customs of

building a church or mosque in someone's honor.

The

students will learn the basic custom of dress for an Indian
and a Bishop in 1531.
Cognitive Development
1.

Predicting:

The students will relate the

historical significance of the patron saint of Mexico to the
assimilation of Indians under Spanish rule in the New World.
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2.

Classifying:

The students will learn vocabulary

words from the context of the play.
Procedure
Activity 1:

Read the following selection to the class.
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe

On December 9, 1531, on his way to early mass at the
Church of Santiago, a young Indian boy named Juan Diego felt
the urge to climb Tepeyac Hill just north of Mexico City.
Once there, he looked and saw, he said, a beautiful Indian
maiden surrounded by dazzling light, who told him she was
the Virgin Mary.

She commanded Juan, he later said, to tell

Don Fray Juan de Zumarraga, first bishop of Mexico, that she
wished a church built in her honor at the foot of Tepeyac.
Juan ran the three miles to the Church of Santiago in
Tlatelolco, but the priests there would not believe him and
refused to take him to the bishop.
Once more, Juan said, the Virgin sent him to the
bishop--with the same result.
When Juan climbed the hill for the third time on
December 12, he said he found perfect red roses growing from
the barren rock.

The Virgin, Juan said, told him to pick

the roses and carry them in his serape to the bishop.

Juan

was long overdue to care for his dying uncle, but the
Virgin, he said, assured him that she was taking care of the
uncle while they talked.

So Juan made his way back to the

church at Tlatelolco to deliver the roses.
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In the meantime, a messenger had told Bishop Zumarraga
that Juan's uncle had been visited by the Virgin and was
recovering.

Of course, this time when Juan arrived, he had

no trouble reaching the bishop.

And when he unfolded his

serape, the roses tumbled out to reveal a portrait of the
Virgin,

just as Juan had seen her, imprinted on the cloth.

The report of Juan's visions and the miracles
accompanying them spread over New Spain and, eventually,
throughout Latin America.

No other event had so much

influence in helping the Indians to accept the new religion.
Today the magnificent Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe
stands at the foot of Tepeyac and in a gold frame, high
above the great altar, hangs Juan's imprinted serape, the
object of veneration of countless pilgrims at all times, but
especially on December 12.
Another, much smaller church at the summit of Tepeyac
is a memorial to the vision itself.

In a series of old,

charmingly primitive paintings hung about the walls, Juan's
story is told so that even those who cannot read can know
it.

The Virgin of Guadalupe is the patron saint of Mexico

and has many devotees throughout the New World.

In 1961,

she was crowned Queen of the Americas and a beautiful crown
of gold and jewels was suspended above the poor Indian boy's
serape (Nava, 1973).
Initiate discussion of heroes and heroines of different
countries.

Legendary heroes like Johnny Appleseed, Paul
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Bunyun, or real heroes and heroines like Joan of Arc, Mother
Teresa of India, Martin Luther King Jr., St. Nicholas, St.
Valentine, St. Patrick, Gandhi, George Washington, Abraham
Lincoln, etc.
Discuss these questions relating to heroes and heroines
of history:
1.

Did the hero/heroine help people?

How?

2.

Can you guess what was the Indians' religion like

before the Spanish conquistadors came to the New World?
3.

What was the religion the Spaniards brought to the

New World?
4.

How do you think Juan's visions helped the Indians

accept the new religion?
5.

Would you like to do a class play about Juan

Diego?
Here the students can break into groups for designated

work forces.
Activity 2:

It is suggested that the class vote for

students to fulfill the following roles:

actors, set

designers, stage crew, and prompters and sound crew.
The play can be set up to be shown in another classroom
or in their own and can be as elaborate as you want to make
it.

Another suggestion is to have tryouts for the actors'

roles because this play has lengthy, difficult roles.
Activity 3:

The wording of the play lends a mystique

to the fairy-like atmosphere that pervades the dialogue.
)
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From the wording can come vocabulary, and/or spelling words
such as intermittently, harmony, peasant, melodious,
canticle, midst, inferior, compassion, implore, afflictions,
supplications, consolation, effect, renown, illustrious,
influential, sovereign, embassy, veneration, and laden.
Materials
Materials needed include a cloak (one side painted like
the Virgin), roses, and costumes as appropriate for
presentation.

The cloak can be made of butcher paper.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
In our society, we often see an establishment of a
precedent occur that we would prefer to ignore.

When a

teacher, school, district, or state adopts a new policy,
there will be opposition.

And, when a set of lessons, or a

new activity is designed for a cultural minority that has
been previously stereotyped, as have the Mexican Americans
in the United States, the opposition can create bad feelings
and ill will.

Because the need is tremendous and the number

of children involved so large, a dedicated teacher will
proceed anyway.

The major reason the teacher is in the

classroom is to provide learning experiences for the
students--all students.
Family is central to Hispanic students (Dean, 1989).
The pull toward home can create ambivalence for students
about accepting the school environment.

When the home

culture is ignored in the classroom, feelings of low
self-esteem, negativity toward one's peers, and development
of inferiority may occur.

Learning can desist and the

student can turn off and drop out.

There may be some that

can ass~milate but very few, especially if they are in a

)
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lower socioeconomic class.

The answer for the majority of

these students is lessons that address multicultural goals
and objectives which promote positive self-esteem, crosscultural understandings, and ~he development of higher level
thinking.

The students' background, knowledge, and

experience should be taken into account.
Through using these lessons and activities, a dedicated
teacher can begin to meet some of the important needs
concerning students' respect for and understanding of each
other.
Conclusions
The Hispanic cultural activities th~t were presented by
my fourth grade students brought these immediate results.
1.

The Cinco de Mayo program was performed May 5,

1988 and 1989, to a full auditorium of students, parents,
and other relatives in the Quincy School District.
Community involvement was apparent as members volunteered to
furnish sombreros, teach the dance, and make the skirts.
The multicultural goals were achieved by all students in the
class.
2.

The ''Como Se Siente Hoy" faces were made by my

students and were hung about the room.

Then, two weeks

before May S, 1989, we put them on the hall bulletin board.
Students in the school were exposed to an aspect of
multilcultural education in a positive manner.
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3.

)

time.

"Caperucita Roja" took the longest preparation
My class worked during their lunch recess as well as

"extra time earned'' to practice pronouncing the Spanish
words correctly and prepare the props.

The self-esteem of

two of my Spanish-speaking students was greatly enhanced.
Parent involvement occurred to help with props and make up.
4.

"El Gato Sin Amigos" requires lesson plans that

are flexible.

My fourth grade performed part of the play as

a reading assignment.

The Spanish speaking students were

able to improve their home language skills and monolingual
English-speaking students learned some Spanish.
5.

Maracas were made by my fourth grade class.

This

turned out to be a wonderful unexpected experience of parent
involvement.

The writer had asked for parent volunteers two

mornings, a week apart.

Seven mothers showed up with

supplies, tools, and food.

The mothers actually took over

my class, helping the students assemble and paint the
maracas.

One mother in particular was notable because she

had no English speaking skills but her knowledge of the
craft surpassed the language barrier.

This bonding between

cultures was a welcome addition to my classroom.
6.

The play of "Our Lady of Guadalupe" may be

controversial to perform in a public school.

My students at

Our Lady, Queen of Angles Junior High in Los Angeles
performed the play with success and it was a very spiritual
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event.

This play was included because not all schools are

public and not all multicultural teaching is just at school.
The author now teaches in a sixth grade classroom.
There is no auditorium in which to perform plays; El Gato
can be performed with minimum props in the gymnasium.
The success of the activities to promote self-esteem
and effect acceptance of the Hispanic students by the rest
of the class was achieved.

The cooperative efforts of all

students to work together for a common goal brought about
enthusiasm, understandings, and positive expectations that
otherwise would have never occurred.
Recommendations
1.

Teachers need to be trained in multicultural

education to work effectively within the cultural
pluralistic society that is in the classroom today.
2.

Rural school districts need to address their

ethnic populations, as well as incorporate multicultural
education in the curriculum.
3.

Learning styles of different ethnic groups need to

be understood by the entire staff.

Dixon (1976), for

example, describes how cultural values reflect the Mexican
American cognitive style.
with his family.

First, the child has close ties

Second, motivation is less focused on

one's achievement and more on the achievement of the group.
Third, the children achieve better in an atmosphere that is
cooperative rather than competitive.

Fourth, they are
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particularly sensitive to the teacher or student and do
(

)
their best when placed in a cooperative, interactive
situation.
4.

Parent involvement should include school-based

programs and should be a part of all multicultural programs.
5.

Strategies involving higher level thinking skills

should be developed and included.
6.

Opportunities for cooperative learning to take

place in the classroom are very important.

Much

cross-cultural understanding happens in the context of
children working together.
7.
needed.

Additional curriculum development work is greatly
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Caperucita Roja

Narrador:

/

Hace algun tiempo, en una casita in el
bosque, viv{a una nina y su madre.

La

llamaban Caperucita Roja.
Madre:

Quiero que lleves esta cositas a tu abuela
est, enferma.

Ve por el caminito y no pares

a hablar con estranos.
Caperucita:

Tendre culdado.

Narrador:

Caperucita se marcho y nose desvio del
caminito, tal como dijo.

De repente salio el

lobo de detras de un arbol.

)
Lobo:

Buenos d{as Caperucita. JA d6nde te dirijes
en un d{a como hoy?

Caperucita:

Mi abuela est/ enferma y voy a su casita en
el bosque.

Mi madre me dijo que no parase o

hablase con nadie por el camino.
Lobo:

Siempre debes obedecer a tu madre.

Vete ya,

porque tienes un camino muy largo que andar.
Narrador:

Mientras tanto el lobo tomo un Camino mas
corto y lleg~ a casa de la abuela antes •

Abuela:

.,

~Quien es?

Lobo:

Soy yo, Caperucita Roja.

Abuela:

Adelante, tira del cordon.
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Narrador:

El lobo entr6 y se comi6 a la abuela de un
solo bocado.

Se metit en la cama y esper/ a

Caperucita.
Lobo:

dQuien es?

Caperucita:

Soy yo Caperucita.

Lobo:

Adelante, tira del corddn.

Narrador:

Caperucita entro y dejo la canasta.

Lobo:

Ahora, acercate carino.

Caperucita:

Abuela, jqu( orejas mt:fs grandes !

Lobo:

Para oirte mejor.

Caperucita:

.
' gran d es I
Ab ue 1 a, 1' que" 030s
mas

Lobo:

Para verte mejor.

Caperucita:

Abuela y, jqut dientes mas grandesl

Lobo:

;Para comerte mejorl

Caperucita:

7Socorro.

Lenador:

c! QueI

Socorro!

te pasa?

Caperucita:

El lobo se ha comido a mi abuela.

Lenador:

Sinverguenza, ven aqu{I

Narrador:

El lenador mat6 al lobo y abri6 su barriga de
la cual salio la abuelita.

Desde ese d{a no

se ha vista ningun lobo en el bosque, y todos
vivieron felizes y comieron perdices.
Fin

)

APPENDIX B
SONGS FOR ACTIVITY 2
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Songs for Activity 2
Cielito Lindo
(en ingl{s)

From the dark mountains
comes a fair maiden
silently her eyes are glancing.
Eyes so big and her eyes so black,

will send someone's heart soon a dancing.

Aye, Aye, Aye, Aye.
Sing do not weep dear.
Now dance and be gay
chase all sadness away.
Cheer up our hearts, dear Cielito Lindo.

(en espanol)
De la sierra morena de Cielito Lindo vienen bajando.
Un par de ojitos negros, Cielito Lindo, de contra bando.

Aye, Aye, Aye, Aye.
Canta y no !lores.
Porque cantando se alegran,
Cielito Lindo, los corazones.

)
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La Cucaracha
(en ingles)

La Cucaracha, La Cucaracha, running up and down the house.
La Cucaracha, La Cucaracha, quiet as a little mouse.
He gets in trouble, a lot of trouble
Snooping here and everywhere.
La Cucaracha, La Cucaracha, always keeps the cupboard bare.
Then one day when cook was baking.
Wondered he what is she making?
For it looked so appetizing,
with the batter slowly rising.
To the edge he started skipping.
There he found he was slipping.
In the pie so hot and blazing.
Now he's just another raisin.

(en espanol)
La Cucaracha, La Cucaracha, ya no puede caminar,
porque no tiene, porque le falta, limonada que tomar.
La Cucaracha, La Cucaracba, ya no puede caminar,
porque no tiene porque le falta limonada que tomar.

APPENDIX C
EL GATO SIN AMIGOS/THE CAT WHO HAD NO FRIENDS
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El Gato Sin Amigos/The Cat Who Had No Friends

[Parade of animals down center aisle of auditorium.

wear large animal masks, mingle with the public.

Actors

The kind

of music in this play is optional, according to the times
and needs of the public.

For the sake of making a

selection, let us say the first piece of music will be a
conga.

At a designated moment the actors return to the

center aisle and count off, first in English, then in
Spanish.]

ENGLISH NARRATOR, Where is Rufo?
)

SPANISH NARRATOR,JD6nde esta el Rufo?

[This becomes a chant among the actors of the animal masks.
They form the conga line and dance in file onto the stage.
During the dance RUFO enters from the rear of the
auditorium, flashes his mask to the right and left, vainly
swings his tail, says hello to the public.
as a friendly, but lazy cat.

He is portrayed

He doesn't wear his mask into

the auditorium, rather carries it, revealing his make up, of
which he is very proud.

ON STAGE HE puts his mask on,

taking elaborate bows while doing the conga between the two
NARRATORS DOWNSTAGE.

The OTHERS DANCE UPSTAGE of HIM, when
61
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the dance ends, the upstage ANIMALS sit, take off their
masks, stretch, and reinforce the action DOWNSTAGE of them

with comments about what goes on.)

EN:

Hello everybody.

SN:

Hola, hola.

RUFO:

Meow, meow!

EN:

Once upon a time

SP:

Erase una vez un gato •

EN:

Yes there was a cat with a body made of rags • • •

..

(RUFO goes limp)

SN:

Con el cuerpo de trapo y la cabeza al revls • • •
(RUFO reverses his mask)

)

EN:

Backwards--his head was on backwards • • •

BOTH:

No, no • • •

EN:

I am telling the story all wrong.

RUFO:

;S{, Seifor f

SN:

Completamente.

RUFO:

And this is why.

SN:

El cuento que les voy a contar es de un gato,

Me equivoque de cuento.
Estl es porque.

perono de trapo.
RUFO:

Right on, Max!

EN:

Yes, what we're going to tell you about is a real,
honest to goodness c a t , and not one just made of
rags either.

SN:

_)

El gato • • •

A real g a t o.
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EN:

That is the way to say the cat

SN:

Gato.

EN:

Cat.

Spell it.

G A T

Spell that.

. ..

o.

C A T.

(RUFO bows and meows, proud of himself.)
EN:

Gato means cat.

Say it after me.

Gato, cat.

Come on, let me hear you • • •

SN:

What means gato?

EN:

Cat.

SN:

Tengo un perro.

EN:

Pero no hablamos del perro.

SN:

Okay.

EN:

Okay, what?

SN:

Perro means cat.

EN:

No, no, no.

SN:

(Hearing CHILDREN IN PUBLIC)

EN:

Very good.

SN:

JY

(To public)

Cat.

What means cat?
Cat.

ctmo se dice gato en inglls?

EN:

(laughs)

RUFO:

Easier than that even!

EN:

Because everybody knows that gato means dog.

That's easy.

(after response from kids)

SN:

;Tu eres un cocodrilol

Doesn't it?

(To kids)

I

Vayanse, dile a

el lo que es gato.

RUFO:

(Silences kids with a finger to mouth, then)
two, three
means dog.

One,

• Gato means cat • • • and perro
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EN:

Gato means cat.

Say it after me.

Gato, cat.

Come on, let me hear you • • •
SN:

Gato, cat.

EN:

That's right, now you have it.

SN:

Bueno, si gato significa cat, pues cat significa
gato.

(To kids) JVerdad?

gato, dile a este menso.

(kids concur)

Cat,

Cat, gato.

EN:

Since when?

SN:

Since right now.

EN:

All right, . if that's how you feel about it.

(to kids)

iVerdad?

Right?
Cat,

gato.

)

SN:

Todos.

Cat, gato.

Le doy gato por lievre.

EN:

El gato in this story, I mean the cat • • •

SN:

Se llama Rufo •

EN:

His name is Rufo • • •

(RUFO takes an elaborate

bow, continues to bow)

SN:

Se llama Rufo.

EN:

(Indicates to the PUBLIC to say it in both
languages.
bow.

RUFO takes his mask off for another

EN steals his mask, throws it to SN as RUFO

hisses and claws, then vice versa, then again, and
when SN gets the mask HE/SHE puts it on RUFO'S
head.)
ALL THREE (TOGETHER), Meow, meow.
EN:

)

It's the same in both languages.
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SN:

;rgualitol

(Indicates audience participation)

Meow, meow!
EN:

(When noise dies down)
called Rufo.

SN:

He sure is.

The cat in this story is

He is very pretty • • •
Muy pretty.

I mean muy bonito.

(RUFO, enchanted, lies on his back, paws up,
making pleased noises.

NARRATORS chuck him under

the chin and rub his belly.)
EN:

He is also stuck up.

SN:

Bastante presumido, este gato.

(RUFO jumps up,

claws, hisses)
EN:

That's just what it says in the story, Rufo.
aren't really stuck up •

)

SN:

You

..

No m~s en el cuento, de veras no es
presumido • • •

(RUFO makes believe HE is

wounded)

EN:

Not really, Rufo.

SN:

Miren que tiene tan grandes bigotes

EN:

Look at his big moustache • • •

SN:

Bigotes muy grandes, y los ojos muy verdes

EN:

Big, big green eyes • • • also he's very
clean • • •

SN:

You aren't really stuck up.

.

..
. .

.

(RUFO preens and swaggers)

Se lava siempre las manos antes de sentarse en la
mesa

(RUFO shows hands and licks them)

comer su pescado.

para
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EN:

Yes, he does, he always washes his hands before
going to the table to eat his fish

because

Rufo doesn't eat mice
RUFO:

Yuki

(shows PUBLIC that HE finds mice

distasteful)
(EN pulls his tail.

RUFO runs after EN, spits,

claws, as THEY pass by the ANIMALS, the ANIMALS
pull RUFO'S tail.
SN:

He runs yowling off stage)

(Goes DOWNSTAGE with EN as if to tell a secret to
the PUBLIC.)

Bueno, pero no creen que Rufo es un

tesoro de buenas costumbres • • •
EN:

Rufo is

No, indeed, don't get that idea at all.
not such a well behaved cat as all that.
(Whispers to PUBLIC and OTHER ANIMALS)

)

That cat,

Rufo, has one very big thing wrong with him.
SN:

S{, el gato Rufo tiene un defecto

(Whispers)
grand{simo

..

.

Voy

{Looks around, secretively)

a decirles el defecto
EN:

He's a very lazy cat.

SN:

Eso es.

.

..

Un gato perezoso.

SN run to CENTER DOWNSTAGE.

/

Muy haragan.

(EN and

ANIMALS, who

surrounded THEM, return to places UPSTAGE of
THEM.)
EN:

Give me an

Lr

(All pantomine the letter L.

for other letters)
Give me a YI

Give me an

Ar

What's that spell?

Same

Give me a Z!
(Enter RUFO,
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preening, yawning, takes off his mask, lies down,
paws in air.)

ALL:

Lazy!

EN:

What?

ALL:

Lazy!

EN:

(to PUBLIC)

ALL:

(with PUBLIC)

EN:

That's ever so much better.

I can't hear you!

One more time!

Lazy!
Say it again, I like

how you do that I
ALL:

)

Lazy!

SN:

dHaraga'n!

EN:

JHaraginl

SN:

~HARAGAN !

EN:

What's that mean?

SN:

Perezoso.

EN:

Perry who?

SN:

;Perezosol

Lazy!

EN:

Oh.

SN:

I did!

EN:

Pues, yo nose nada.

ALL:

•
/ !
1Haragan
RUFO
HIM.

SN:

Why didn't you say so?

,

Bueno--haragan.

uno, dos, tres, ;haraginl

who is snoring fitfully)
PUBLIC snores.)

Nunca tiene prisa.

(ALL point to

(EN and SN imitate
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EN:

Right.

He's never in a hurry.

gets up late.

(EN and SN pantomine this.)

little water on his face
SN:

Every morning he
Dabs a

...

Se levanta tarde se lava la cara con una gata de
aqua • • . y, despues de desayunar, se viste de
domingo • • .

EN:

As if he were going to a party.

He gets dressed

in his Sunday finest •
BOTH:

And goes out for a walk

• Y se va a pasear.

(RUFO stretches, yawns, rises, does one stroke
with a toothbrush, one spit, dampens each eye with
a drop of water, cuts with one stroke of a knife,
takes one bite, one gulp, cleans face with one dab
of a napkin, puts on clothes before a mirror,
poses admiring himself, puts on mask, and exits,
swinging tail jauntily.

Music, perhaps jazz,

something lively like BUGLE BOY MARCH.

ACTORS of

ANIMALS get up, perform their morning duties, then
put on masks, and exit in a file behind the
ROCKING ROBIN.

THEY return, form a mobile after

punching a time clock.

RUFO enters, tries to

attract attention, but is kicked and otherwise
ignored, for now it is work time and HE only wants
to play.

A toot of cazoos by the NARRATORS, and

the ANIMALS form another mobile.

RUFO tries again

to horn in, but without success.

Another toot and
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a third mobile, with the same results.

Another

toot and ANIMALS collapse, as if unwound.
NARRATORS wind THEM up and THEY all go offstage,
after punching out, in a file behind ROCKING
ROBIN.

RUFO tries to imitate, but gets his tail

caught in the punch out.)
SN:

(During the first mobile)

Sin importarle que a

esa hora los demfs estfn trabajando • • •
EN:

That's it.

He doesn't stop to consider that at

this hour all the others are working and have no
time for play with him.

He's very selfish.

(RUFO Alone, stands there, dejected) and since he
has nobody to talk to, goes for a walk all by
himself.
SN:

Rufo sale solo.
HIM)

EN:

(Exit RUFO)

(NARRATORS imitate

Un dia

One day when Rufo was walking all alone by the
lake • • • (Enter RUFO) he felt very lonely.
(RUFO tries various things to entertain himself,
such as throwing a yoyo which hits him in the
face, trying to catch a bumblebee which alights on
his nose and causes him to tear his nose up.

HE

fails in all HE tries.)
SN:

Se sinti& muy solo, y se dio cuenta de que hacia
mucho tiempo que no hablaba con nadie.
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RUFO:

(At DOWN RIGHT)

Hello!

(HE goes to DOWN LEFT)

(Echo)
;Hola!

(NARRATORS shrug)
(Same results.

RUFO becomes despondent.)
EN:

Nothing.

SN:

Nada.

EN:

He hadn't talked to anybody in a long, long time.
And he wanted to talk to somebody very badly . • •

SN:

Ten{a muchas ganas de hablar con alguien, y como
ten{a muchas ganas, se fue a casa de la gallina,
Cacareona.

EN:

So he went to look for the hen, Cacareona, at her
house.
LEFT.

(EN and SN imitate chickens.

RUFO exits

From the RIGHT enters CACAREONA and her

chicks to a jazz tune, perhaps SHAKE IT AND BREAK

)

IT.

CHICKS peck around full of mischief while

MAMA pats tortillas.

RUFO enters jauntily, tries

to play with the CHICKS, but is snubbed.)
EN:

But in Cacereona's house he wasn't received well
at all.

SN:

En casa de Cacareona no le fue muy bien.

La

/

gallina apenas lo atendio •
EN:

Because nobody had any time for him.

Cacareona

was behind her schedule in the kitchen making
flour tortillas • • •
SN:

Si, Cacareona estaba muy atareada en la cocina,
preparando tortillas de harina.
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(CACAREONA steps on his tail and HE runs yowling
out.

DANCE of the CHICKS, a funny dance.

They

exit, ALL except ONE, who remains until RUFO
sneaks up on her from STAGE LEFT, chases HER OFF
RIGHT, then is driven back by CACAREONA.

RUFO

exits, disgusted that nobody wants to play with
HIM.)
EN:

Since Rufo saw he wasn't too welcome . . •

SN:

Como Rufo se di6 cuenta que su presencia no era
grata, se fue amoscado.

EN:

He left in a huff.

(Pulls SN's shirt in back, as

to signify pulling Rufo's tail.

BOTH imitate

RUFO's angry exit.)
(Enter RUFO, stalking, trying to keep occupied,

)

pouncing on an imaginary fly, chasing his tail,
running around like crazy as if in chase, then
deciding there is nothing to chase.

This over, HE

yawns, sits, shrugs, meows as HE licks his paws.)

SN:

Una manana de primavera el gato se aburr!a
paseando solo por los jardines • • •

EN:

He got bored walking along all by himself • . •
(Enter BUTTERFLY.

Dance of the BUTTERFLY to the

tune of GLOWWORM or some such.
follow with disastrous results.)

RUFO tries to
and so he tried

to play with the butterfly, Amarilla • . •
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SN:

s{,

trato de jugar con la mariposa,

Amarilla • • • pero • . •
(RUFO chases after HER, but every time HE tries to
catch up with HER to say hello, or some such, or
ask HER if SHE wants to play monopoly, AMARILLA
takes off for another place, causing HIM to fall
on his face.
chase.

At the end there is a desperate

AMARILLA goes off, and RUFO is left alone,

panting for breath at CENTERSTAGE.)
/

SN:

Todo fue inutil • • •

EN:

Useless.

SN:

La mariposa le dijo que estaba trabajando, y se

It was all useless.

fue revoloteando de flor en flor •
EN:

She went from flower to flower and had no time for
him.

It was useless.

(RUFO lies down DOWNCENTER.

Enter a MOUSE to the

tune of something lively, like THE LONELY BULL if
he is a tough MOUSE, or SUGAR PLUM FAIRY from
NUTCRACKER SUITE if it is a MINNIE MOUSE type.
MOUSE spies HIM, runs out, comes back cautiously,
touches RUFO, runs out, back touches his
moustache, plays with it, pinches his nose, hauls
his tail, bites his tail, all to no response.
MOUSE shrugs, exits, RUFO merely picks up his tail
and swings it forward after the bite, and just
sighs.)
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SN:

Ya Rufo ni apetito ten{a, de lo triste que estaba.
Una tarde • , .

EN:

One afternoon when the sun decided to hide behind
the clouds
(Enter SUN and CLOUDS to a slow tune, perhaps a
foxtrot.

SN:

THEY dance.)

Cuando el sol se pon{a entre las nubes, el gato se

,

lo ocurrio • . •
EN:

The cat decided to visit the walrus • • .
(Tune changes to a lumbering jazz number,
reminiscent of how a walrus moves, perhaps the TWO

JIM BLUES.)
SN:

Se le ocurrit a visitar en su trabajo al oso
marinero.
(Enter WALRUS--slow lumbering walk, perhaps with a
cane and spats to dance a chorus step with the
NARRATORS or some other kind of WALRUS.
Eventually HE steps down to auditorium and plays
with the PUBLIC, giving his mask and letting
children roar with it on.)

EN:

Walrus.

(Children repeat.)

EN:

Here comes Rufo, looking for the walrus.

SN:

Busque, busque. JD6nde esta?

Aqu! viene.

(Enter

RUFO, rowing a boat and making a sounding horn out
of his tail.)
EN:

When he got there
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SN:

Cuando estaba llegando, lo llam6 desde unas
rocas • • •

EN:

He called out to the walrus from the rocks . . •
hey there, Mr. Walrus!

RUFO:

jHola, oso marinero!

SN:

jHola, hola I

RUFO:

Hey, Mr. Walrus!

( WALRUS roars.)

You want to play, Mr. Oso Marinero, Mr. Walrus,
sir?

I have a fish for you!

I'll give you Jaws

even if you play with me.
EN:

But did the walrus want to play with Rufo?

SN:

El oso marinero,dquer{a jugar con el gato Rufo?
(WALRUS shakes his head in negation, roars.
and CLOUDS support WALRUS negatation.

EN:
SN:

And why 'not?

ly

porque' no?

Huh?

Huh?

Tell me, why not?

Dime, dime, dime, dime •

EN:

Porque when the walrus saw him he yelled •

SN:

s{,

EN:

Guess what?

SN:

iAdivinense I

WALRUS:

s{, grit6 el oso marinero • • •

This is no time for a visit, this is time for
work!

EN:
SN:

For work!
;Para trabajarl

CLOUDS AND SUN:

)

WALRUS and

CHILDREN roar.)

)

For work I

jPara trabajar !

SUN
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WALRUS:

(Roars.
CHILD.

ALL but RUFO roar.

WALRUS puts mask on a

CHILDREN roar with him.)

V~yase, este no

es tiemp6 para visitar, sino para trabajar.
(NARRATORS indicate PUBLIC to repeat "trabajar.")
WALRUS:

jTrabajar, trabajarl

EN:

jTrabajarl

SN:

jTrabajarl

EN:

(Silences PUBLIC.)

And so the cat

SN:

Es a decir el gato.

tGato? lGato?

response.)
barquito.

(PUBLIC

El gato se fue a toda vela en su
(NARRATORS pantomine RUFO sailing away.

RUFO rows around and around.)
RUFO:

(to NARRATORS)

Pardon me, how do I get to

Kingsville?

EN:

Straight ahead.

SN:

Derecho, derecho.

RUFO:

Thank you, gracias.
into the auditorium.)

(Starts to row off the stage
Oops, not that way, not

(Rows OFF LEFT.)

that way.

EN:

And so he sailed away in a hurry.

SN:

A toda veia.

,,

(RUFO returns, telescope in hand,

rows OFF LEFT.)
EN:

And so meanwhile the walrus worked, because he
liked his job very much.

SN:

s{,

le gust6 mucho su ~rabajo.
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(CLOUDS, SUN, and WALRUS play with the CHILDREN,
then dance OFFSTAGE, roaring.
a bow and more applause.

WALRUS comes in for

NARRATORS imitate HIM.)

(Enter RUFO dragging his tail.

He tries to

console himself by chasing a fish, which gets
lost, then by trying to wear a mask, which, when
HE looks at it in a mirror, scares him.
center, despondent.

HE takes

NARRATORS flank him,

consoling him.)

..

SN:

El pobre Rufo.

EN:

Yes, poor Rufo • • • (NARRATORS cross right of
RUFO, mock crying on each other's shoulder.)

He

was dying of sadness
SN:

S{, se mor{a de tristeza al sentirse tan apartado

de los demas.

EN:

Because he felt as if he didn't have one single
friend in this whole wide world.

SN:

Ni un solo amigo, ni uno.

RUFO:

(Bawls, stamping his feet.)
Nobody wants to talk to me •

/

jAy, que solo estoy!

..

I don't even have

one single friend--no, jni un solo amigo tengo!
(Bawls and bawls.)
EN:

(Right with SN.)

That's how he was crying

when •

• • guess what?

when.

That's how he

was crying when.
SN:

As! lloraba el gato cuando el Rocking Robin • • .
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(Enter ROCKING ROBIN, in very modern dress,
dancing to the tune of ROCKIN' ROBIN.

Dances with

NARRATORS, then down into the PUBLIC.

ALL but

RUFO dance with the PUBLIC.
STAGE.

NARRATORS do this ON

ROBIN dances onstage after a while, pecks

at RUFO'S tail.

During the following the ROBIN

will speak in one language and one of the
NARRATORS will speak in the other.

ROBIN leads

the PUBLIC.)
RUFO:

Waaahhh!

Waaahhh!

solo amigo!
ROBIN:

I don't have any friends, no

jAy de m!,

ay de m!!

I'm so lonely!

Claro que s{ • • • (Continues to dance.)

(Can

reverse languages with EN.)
EN:

Of course you don't.

ROBIN:

Eso te pasa por pereza • • • porque es muy

,

haragan.
EN:

Because you're lazy • • •

ROBIN:

Y desconsiderado •

EN:

And you don't care what other people think or
feel,

only yourself.

SN:

Eso, es muy egoista.

ROBIN:

Muy egoista.

(ANIMALS support this.)

razonable • • .
EN:

Does it seem right to you

SN:

Te parece razonable •

. .

.

Te parece
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ROBIN:

JQu{ los dem{s estan trabajando y tu sin hacer
nada?

EN:

That everybody works . • •

SN:

And you don't do anything?

EN:
SN:

JTe parece bien?
Does it seem right to you?

(RUFO bawls and kicks

his feet in a tantrum.)
ROBIN:

Note das cuenta de que molestas a los dem{s en
las horas de trabajo

EN:

Doesn't it matter to you?

SN:

That you bother others during working hours.

EN:

And you go to sleep when they have time to play?

ROBIN:

JTe parece bien? )Qu{ tu molestas a los demas en
las horas de trabajo y te vas a dormir cuando
ellos tienen tiempo para atenderte? jTe parece
bien?

Si trabajaras y fueras un gato 6til a los

,

demas
EN:

If you would work and try to become a useful
cat • • •

.. .

SN:

Un gato util

ROBIN:

Tendr{as muchos amigos.
join, several times.)

(To PUBLIC, asking it to
Tendrfas muchos amigos.

Muchos amigos, muchos amigos.

(NARRATORS imitate

ROBIN'S pantomine in this.)
EN:

Come, let's push this lazy cat, Rufo, so he stops
being so lazy.
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ROBIN:

jLe jalamos la cola!

SN:

jLa cola, la cola!

(RUFO runs off before anyone

can, screeching all the way.

ALL laugh and clap.)

Ya se animo.
EN:

That woke him up.

I wonder if he's stopped being

lazy now.
SN:

Tu,Jque crees?

EN:

So let's dance with the Rocking Robin.

Pues ya se fue corriendo • • •

dance with HIM/HER.

(NARRATORS

ROBIN dances OFF LEFT.)

Bye

Robin, bye.
SN:

jAdi6s, Rocking Robin!
(NARRATORS dance still.

RUFO enters slowly,

licking his paws, then joins the NARRATORS in the
dance of the ROCKIN' ROBIN.)
RUFO:

(The dance is over, waves to NARRATORS then to
PUBLIC, with a wink as HE goes OFF LEFT.)
Bye.

Bye.

Bye.

(Comes back, knocks his knees, then

looks at PUBLIC through telescope.)
luego, adi6sito.

Adios, hasta

(Exits.)

...

SN:

Creo que Rufo ya comprendido

EN:

Me too, I think Rufo now understood that he had
been living in a wrong way • • •

SN:

Que hab!a vivido equivocado, y decidit terminar
con un defecto grande como es el ser haragan.

EN:

And he decided to stop being a lazy cat.
you think?

What do
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SN:

~Piensen ustedes que sea posible?

EN:

Listen • • .

SN:

jAy, escuchen!
(Jazz tune of ANIMALS entering to work.
something like SALUTATION MARCH.

Suggest

Enter ANIMALS

who take positions in a circle and perform job.
RUFO enters and takes his position in the middle
of the circle, helping them.)
EN:

And from that day on .

SN:

Desde ese mismo d{a el gato empezcf a trabajar.

EN:

The cat began to work, and now he is one of the
best workers.
(NARRATORS toot, and ANIMALS perform a different
job.)

SN:

Y todos lo estiman porque es uno de los mejores
trabajadores.
stops.

(NARRATORS blow a whistle.

Work

ANIMALS shake hands with RUFO and cheer

him.)
EN:

And now the cat of the story is very happy • • •

SN:

Y ahora es muy feliz el gato de este cuento • • •

EN:

He works and leads an organized life, in which
there is time for work and time for play

SN:

Es un gato trabajador con una vida organizada, y
tiene muchos amigos •
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EN:

Muchos.

He has lots of friends.

leapfrog with RUFO.)

(ANIMALS play

And they get together after

work, on Sundays and holidays . • .
SN:

y se reune con ellos despues de! trabajo, los

domingos y las d{as de las fiestas.

El dia de su

tiltimo cumpleanos .
EN:

When he had his last birthday, everybody came and
brought him a big birthday cake.

(ROCKING ROBIN,

who left during the leapfrog, brings it out.)
SN:

Vinieron sus amigos y le trajeron un gran
pastel •

BOTH NARRATORS:
ALL:

And they sang!

Happy birthday to you
Feliz cumpleanos a ti,
Happy birthday, dear Rufo
Feliz cumpleanos a ti.

ROBIN:

Come let's all watch Rufo blow out the candle!
(RUFO blows out the candle.
cheers.

ANIMALS:

PUBLIC

RUFO bows to PUBLIC.)

Hurrah for Rufo!
(CONGA music.
RUFO.

ALL cheer.

Mrriba Rufo!

ALL form a conga line, headed by

THEY start to dance out through PUBLIC.)

EN:

And that's how the story ends.

SN:

(Putting RUFO'S head on HIMSELF/HERSELF.)
que termina este cuento.
END

Con lo

APPENDIX D
OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE
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Our Lady of Guadalupe

The Play:
Lights out on stage and music intermittently and very
low.
NARRATOR: In the year of our Lord, fifteen hundred years and
thirty-one, on Saturday morning, December 9th,
when the Spanish had ruled the city of Mexico and
the province of New Spain for 10 years, an Indian
peasant boy named Juan Diego was on his way to
Mass.
As he walked the several miles from his village to
the Franciscan Mission, he came to the foot of a
hill called Tepeyac.
(Virgin and Juan take position.)
Suddenly he heard a canticle of sweet music as of
the warbling of many birds, singing together in
harmony like a great and melodious choir.

Lifting

his eye he saw a shining cloud, surrounded by a
rainbow of dazzling color and lights, and in the
midst, a most beautiful lady.
The lady spoke to him:
VIRGIN:

My son, Juan Diego, whom I love most tenderly,
where are you going?
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NARRATOR:

(Music low.)

Juan was surprised that a gracious

and noble lady should address him in such tender
words, for the Spanish conquerors considered the
natives inferior beings and treated them as
slaves.
JUAN:

I am going, most noble lady, to Mexico to hear the
Mass which the ministers of God offer for us.

VIRGIN:

My son, my much beloved, know that I am the ever
Virgin Mary, Mother of the true God.

And it is my

wish that here be raised a temple in which, as a
loving mother to thee and all those born in these
lands, I shall show my tender love and the
compassion I

feel for the natives, and for those

who love and seek me; for all who implore my

)

protection, who call on me, in their labors and
afflictions; and in which I shall hear their
weeping and supplications that I may give them
consolation and relief.

That my will may have its

effect, thou must go to the Bishop in the city of
Mexico to tell him that I have sent thee and I
wish a temple to be erected in my honor in this
place.

Thou shalt report what thou hast seen and

heard; and be assured that I will repay what thou
dost for me.
renowned.
thou can.

For it, I will make thee great and

Go in peace; employ all the strength
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(Exit Virgin, Bishop and Juan together.)
NARRATOR: Juan hurried to the palace of the Prelate, who was
the illustrious Don Fray Juan de Zumarraga, first
Bishop of Mexico.

He reported what he had seen

and heard and delivered the message Our Lady had
sent.

The Bishop listened attentively but gave

little credit to the message, thinking it mere
imagination on the Indian's part.
Bishop.)

(Exit the

Juan was sad as he left the Bishop's

palace because he believed the will of Our Blessed
Lady would not be accomplished.

As he passed by

the foot of Tepeyac on his way home, he found the
Virgin Mary waiting for him.
her, he cried out.
JUAN:

As soon as he saw

(Enter Virgin.)

Oh, my Queen and most high lady, I saw the Bishop
and gave him your message, but he did not believe
me.

I, therefore, beg of you to send some noble

and influential person, some one worthy of
respect, to whom credit ought to be given; for you
see, 0 my sovereign, that I am a poor and lowly
peasant, and not fit for this embassy of yours.
VIRGIN:

My much beloved son, hear and understand that I am
not without people and servants to send, for I
have many that I might employ if I wished, many
that would do whatever they were ordered; but it
much befits that thou undertake this affair.

My
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wish and desire has to be accomplished by thy
means.

So I ask thee, my Son, and I order thee,

to go back in the morning and see and speak to the
Bishop.

Tell him to erect for me the temple I

demand, and say that she who sent thee is the
Virgin Mary, Mother of the true God.

(Exit

Virgin, enter Bishop.)
NARRATOR: The Bishop, at Juan's next visit, heard the Indian
more favorably, but asked him to get a sign from
Our Lady by which he might know that the message
was really from the Mother of God.
enter Virgin.)

(Exit Bishop,

When Juan brought this message to

Our Lady, she told him to come back in the morning
and she would give him the sign.

However, the

next morning, Juan did not come back.

For when he

had returned to his village, he had found his
uncle, Juan Bernardino, whom he loved very much,
seriously ill, and all the next day he ministered
to him.

But the uncle became worse, and in the

night feeling himself dying, he asked Juan Diego
to go to the Franciscan Mission for a priest.
Just at the break of dawn, Juan came to the foot
of Tepeyac, and then he remembered he had not come
back the preceding day as he had promised the
Virgin Mary.

Thinking she might reproach him, he

took another path around the slope of the hill.
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(Enter Juan and Virgin.)

As he came around the

bend, he saw her coming to meet him.

He was

ashamed and afraid, and haltingly and humbly he
told her that his uncle was dangerously sick and
that he was hurrying for a priest for him, but as
soon as he had accomplished this, he would return
to obey her orders.
VIRGIN:

My son, hear what I have to say to thee.
nothing, trouble afflict thee.

Fear neither pain

or sickness nor other grievous accident.
here.

I who am thy Mother?

shadow and protection.
health?

Let

Am I not

Thou art beneath my

And am I not life and

In my lap art thou, and counted as mine.

What more dost thou need?

Have neither sorrow nor

anxiety on account of thy uncle's sickness, for he
will not die of this attack.

Be even assured that

he is already well.
JUAN:

Give me then O my Lady, sign that I may take it to
the Bishop.
(Lights out, music off.)

NARRATOR: Our Lady told Juan to go to the top of the hill
and pluck the roses he would find there, and to
gather them in his cloak.

Although it was the

middle of winter, and the ground barren rock, Juan
found a beautiful rose tree, laden with fresh dewy
flowers.

Placing them in his cloak, he brought
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them to Our Blessed Mother, who took them all out,
and then put them back in again with her own
hands.

(Juan is changing his top to where the

picture shows.)
VIRGIN:

Here thou hast the sign, to take to the Bishop.
(Lights on, Juan and Bishop together, Juan holding
up his cloak.)

JUAN:

(Bowing before the Bishop.)

Your noble Lordship,

the most Holy Virgin Mary has sent the sign you
requested.
NARRATOR: Juan opened his cloak, with the dewy roses falling
to the floor.

(Juan does so.)

On the cloak was

seen painted the beautiful picture of Our Lady of

)

Guadalupe.

The Bishop fell on his knees in wonder

and veneration.

(Bishop does so, music of Ave

Maria comes on.)
Fin
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APPENDIX E
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES COVER LETTER,
DEFINITION OF GOALS, EVALUATION FORM,
AND TEACHER EVALUATIONS

July 1, 1989

Janell A. Ramos

Dear Fellow Teacher,
The enclosed packet for your evaluation consists of six
Hispanic cultural activities to integrate into a Social
Studies curriculum for grades 4 and S.
The six activities you will read will be evaluated
according to a list of seven goals concerning Multicultural
Education.

I've enclosed a definition of each goal as it

pertains to a multiculture.
of O - 4.

(4 = highest, 0

Rate the activities on a scale

=

lowest.)

For example:

One

activity may be high (3-4) on customs and culture pluralism,
while low (0-1) on equity and self-esteem.
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation.
Sincerely,

Janell A. Ramos
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Please note: An address was redacted due to privacy concerns.
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Definitions of Vocabulary for Multicultural Goals

Self-esteem:

A focus of the students innerself,

his/her self-esteem.

To develop strong feelings of self-

esteem is to teach students to value themselves.
extend these positive feelings to others.

Then, to

(Tiedt & Tiedt,

1986)
Similarities:

By focusing less attention on

differences, especially those that lead to stereotyping, and
concentrating more attention on similarities of everyday
living for peoples and cultures, teachers can promote
positive attitudes toward cultural diversity.

(Hernandez,

1989)
Eguitr:

"Justice according to natural law or ri~ht;

freedom from bias or favoritism."

"Equity in education is

required if we value the American creed.

The essential

goals of human rights, social justice, respect for
alternative life choices, and equal opportunity for
all • • • "

(Bennett, 1986)

Customs:

Culture includes knowledge, belief, art,

morals, customs, laws, etc.

"A usage or practice common to

many or to a particular place or class or habitual with an
individual.

Long established practice considered as
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unwritten law."
)

Customs, mores, and taboos, as within

cultures of peoples.

(Bennett, 1986)

Cultural Pluralism:

"Ours is a culturally diverse

society by virtue of the varied origins of our people and
the variety in their beliefs • • . a culturally pluralistic
society should be thought of as one in which individual and
subculture diversity, including ethnicity, are valued and
protected."

(Shaver, 1988)

Cooperative Learning:

The implementation of plans for

small group learning, rather than those competitively based.
(Tiedt & Tiedt, 1986)

".

• • biracial work and play teams

among students are one of the most powerful ways to improve
race relations

• this practice meets the four conditions

(equal status, knowledge/acquaintance, common goal, and
institutional support) of a positive intergroup contact."
(Bennett, 1986)
Cognitive Development:

Within the cognitive domain

there are six levels of cognitive learning:

(1) Knowledge--

recall of facts, concepts or principles, (2) Comprehension-translation or interpretation of information,

(3)

Application--apply knowledge or understanding previously
gained to new situation, (4) Analysis--identify the
component parts of concepts, assumptions, organizations, or
principles and then demonstrate the relationship between or
among those parts,

(S) Syntheses--ability to analyze the

parts of structures or ideas and put them together in a way
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which forms relationships new to the learner,
Evaluation--make judgments based on evidence.
Powell, 1976)

(6)
(Blackburn &
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Evaluation form for cultural activities: Score activity on
a basis of O - 4 (4 being highest and O being no evaluation
applicable), on how these activities relate to the following
subjects.
S.E.
SIM.
EQU.
CUS.
CP.
C.L.
C.D.

-

SELF-ESTEEM
SIMILARITIES
EQUITY
CUSTOMS
CULTURAL PLURALISM
COOPERATIVE LEARNING
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATIONAL GOALS AS PERTAINING TO
HISPANIC ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY
Caperucita Roja
Cinco de Mayo
Como Se Siente
Hoy
El Gato Sin
Amigos
Maracas
Our Lady of
Guadalupe

S.E.

SIM.

EQU.

CUS.

CP.

C.L.

C.D.
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Teacher #1 Evaluation
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATIONAL GOALS AS PERTAINING TO
HISPANIC ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY

S.E.

SIM.

EQU.

Caperucita Roja

4

4

4

Cinco de Mayo

4

4

Como Se Siente
Hoy

4

cus.

GP.

C.L.

G.D.

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

3

Maracas

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

Our Lady of
Guadalupe

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

El Gato Sin
Amigos
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Teacher #2 Evaluation
MULTICULTURAL EDUCATIONAL GOALS AS PERTAINING TO
HISPANIC ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY

S.E.

SIM.

EQU.

cus.

CP.

C.L.

C.D.

Caperucita Roja

3

4

4

3

4

4

3

Cinco de Mayo

4

3

3

4

3

3

3

Como Se Siente
Hoy

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

El Gato Sin
Amigos

4

3

3

3

4

4

3

Maracas

2

3

4

4

4

3

3

Our Lady of
Guadalupe

2

3

4

4

4

3

3

